The human society has undergone tremendous changes from time to time with rapid pace at social level from the beginning and technological level ever since the rise of technologies. This technology word changes the human life in every manner and every sector. Banking field is one of them. Banking in India originated in the last decades of the 18th century. Since that time the banking sector applying different ways to provide facilities and securities to a common man regarding to money. Security issues play extremely important role in the implementation of technologies specially in banking sector. Further on it becomes more critical when it comes to the cyber security which is at the core of banking sector. After the arrival of Internet and WWW this banking sector is totally change specially in terms of security because now money is in your hand on a single click. Now user has number of choices to manage his money with different kind of methods. In this paper an attempt has been made to put forward various issues of Indian banks websites for cyber-crime safety mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
Crime is a social and economic phenomenon and is old as the human society. Crime is a legal concept and has the sanction of the law. Crime or an offence is "a legal wrong that can be followed by criminal proceedings which may result into punishment" [1] . The hallmark of criminality is that, it is breach of the criminal law. Per Lord Atkin "the criminal quality of an act cannot be discovered by reference to any standard but one: is the act prohibited with penal consequences" [2] . Cyber-crime is a term used to broadly describe criminal activity in which computers or computer networks are a tool, a target, or a place of criminal activity and include everything from electronic cracking to denial of service attacks. It is also used to include traditional crimes in which computers or networks are used to enable the illegal activity. Cyber-crime is the latest and perhaps the most complicated problem in the cyber world. Any criminal activity that uses a computer either as an instrumentality, target or a means for perpetuating further crimes comes within the ambit of cyber-crime [3] . Cyber-crimes are computer related as well as computer generated crimes which are increasing day by day. Cyber-crime is a term used to broadly describe criminal activity in which computers or computer networks are a tool, a target, or a place of criminal activity and include everything from electronic cracking to denial of service attacks. It is also used to include traditional crimes in which computers or networks are used to enable the illicit activity.
Phishing is a way of attempting to acquire sensitive information such as usernames, passwords and credit card details by illegally as a trustworthy entity in an electronic communication. Communications purporting to be from popular social web sites, auction sites, online payment processors or IT administrators are commonly used to lure the unsuspecting public. Phishing is typically carried out by email spoofing or instant messaging [4] , and it often directs users to enter details at a fake website whose look and feel are almost identical to the legitimate one. Phishing is an example of social engineering techniques used to deceive users [5] and exploits the poor usability of current web security technologies. Attempts to deal with the growing number of reported phishing incidents include legislation, user training, public awareness, and technical security measures. A phishing technique was described in detail in 1987, and the first recorded use of the term "phishing" was made in 1996. The term is a variant of fishing [6] probably influenced by phreaking [7] [8] and alludes to "baits" used in hopes that the potential victim will "bite" by clicking a malicious link or opening a malicious attachment, in which case their financial information and passwords may then be stolen. Not all phishing attacks require a fake website. Messages that claim to be from a bank, tell the users to dial a phone number regarding problems with their bank accounts [9] . Once the phone number (owned by the phisher, and provided by a Voice over IP service) was dialled, it prompts the user to enter the account number and PIN. Vishing (voice phishing) sometimes uses fake caller-ID data to give the appearance that calls is from a trusted organization [10] .
II. CYBER CRIME SAFETY MECHANISM

A. Password encryption
One of the most important security features used today are passwords. It is important for users to have secure, strong passwords. Most of the more recent Linux distributions include password programs that do not allow user to set an easily guessable password. User has to make sure the password program is up to date and has these features. Encryption is very useful, possibly even necessary in this day and age. There are all sorts of methods of encrypting data, each with its own set of characteristics. Most Unixes (and www.ijacsa.thesai.org Linux is no exception) primarily use a one-way encryption algorithm, called DES (Data Encryption Standard) to encrypt the passwords. This encrypted password is then stored in database. When user attempt to login, the password user type in is encrypted again and compared with the entry in the file that stores the passwords. If they match, it must be the same password, it allowed access. Although DES is a two-way encryption algorithm (user can code and then decode a message, given the right keys), the variant that most Unixes use is one-way. This means that it should not be possible to reverse the encryption to get the password from the contents of database.
B. Virtual Keyboard
A virtual keyboard is a computer keyboard that a user operates by typing on or within a wireless-or opticaldetectable surface or area rather than by depressing physical keys. Such a system can enable the user of a small handheld device, such as a cellular telephone or a PDA (personal digital assistant) to have full keyboard capability. In one technology, the keyboard is projected optically on a flat surface and, as the user touches the image of a key, the optical device detects the stroke and sends it to the computer. In another technology, the keyboard is projected on an area and selected keys are transmitted as wireless signals using the shortrange Bluetooth technology. Theoretically, with either approach, the keyboard could even be projected in space and the user could type by moving fingers through the air. The term virtual keyboard is sometimes used to mean a soft keyboard , which appears on a display screen as an image map . In some cases, a software-based keyboard can be customized. Depending on the host system and specific software, the user (who may be someone unable to use a regular keyboard) can use a touch screen or a mouse to select the keys. Virtual keyboard can be categorized as:
 virtual keyboards with touch screen keyboard layouts or sensing areas [11]  optically projected keyboard layouts or similar arrangements of "keys" or sensing areas [12] [13]  optically detected human hand and finger motions [14] C. Secured Socket Layer Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), are cryptographic protocols that provides communication security over the Internet [15] . SSL is the standard security technology for establishing an encrypted link between a web server and a browser. This link ensures that all data passed between the web server and browsers remain private and integral. SSL is an industry standard and is used by millions of websites in the protection of their online transactions with their customers. To be able to create an SSL connection a web server requires an SSL Certificate. When users choose to activate SSL on web server he will be prompted to complete a number of questions about the identity of the website and the company. The web server then creates two cryptographic keys -a Private Key and a Public Key. The Public Key does not need to be secret and is placed into a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) -a data file also containing the details. User should then submit the CSR. During the SSL Certificate application process, the Certification Authority will validate the details and issue an SSL Certificate containing the details and allowing user to use SSL. The web server will match issued SSL Certificate to Private Key. The web server will then be able to establish an encrypted link between the website and the customer's web browser. The complexities of the SSL protocol remain invisible to the customers. Instead their browsers provide them with a key indicator to let them know they are currently protected by an SSL encrypted session -the lock icon in the lower right-hand corner, clicking on the lock icon displays the SSL Certificate and the details about it. All SSL Certificates are issued to either companies or legally accountable individuals. Typically an SSL Certificate will contain domain name, company name, address, city, state and country. It will also contain the expiration date of the Certificate and details of the Certification Authority responsible for the issuance of the Certificate. When a browser connects to a secure site it will retrieve the site's SSL Certificate and check that it has not expired, it has been issued by a Certification Authority the browser trusts, and that it is being used by the website for which it has been issued. If it fails on any one of these checks the browser will display a warning to the end user letting them know that the site is not secured by SSL.
D. SMS Alerts
SMS as used on modern handsets was originated from radio telegraphy in radio memo pagers using standardized phone protocols and later defined as part of the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) series of standards in 1985 [16] as a means of sending messages of up to 160 characters [17] to and from GSM mobile handsets [18] . SMS stands for short message service. An SMS alert is a message sent to a cellular device, such as a phone, to notify the receiver of something. An SMS alert is received in much the same way as a phone call is received. There is normally a sound or vibration that will indicate that the message has come in. There are various types of SMS alerts that people may consent to. These include appointment reminders, banking transactions, and specials or sales offered by businesses they patronize. In many instances, an SMS alert is sent out to large numbers of people at once. This means that if two people are scheduled to receive the same SMS alert, they should receive them at about the same time. SMS alerts that contain personal information, such as banking transactions or requests for payment, are not usually handled this way. Sending an SMS alert is often viewed by the sender as a service. In many cases, the senders do not charge the receivers for such messages. There may, however, be a fee charged to both the sender and the receiver by their cellular companies. In other cases, an SMS alert can be part of a subscription. This is a service where a person pays a fee to receive certain types of notifications. These can include news, sports, and weather updates.
E. User Awareness Programs
User or Customer is the key of any field. We can develop number of software or technology by which we can secure the things but these all software are waist if the end user is not getting the proper information regarding to these software. In Banking sector there are new gadgets and technologies are coming day by day by which the bank can provide secure transactions to end user. Using these gadgets the banks also In this study we found that the all banks having the same feature for his websites. They all are providing password encryption facilities with virtual keyboard. The websites of the banks are is using secure socket layer and they also providing SMS alerts facilities to customer to know the information regarding to the money transaction. We provide 5 marks for each feature but no bank got full 5 mark for any feature and the aggregate total of every bank is vary 12 to 15 out of 25. The reason behind this is that they all have little bit loop wholes on all the security features but the biggest reason is User awareness feature. Sometime SMS alerts also come with viruses, so this is the responsibility of the bank to check either SMS alert is secure or not. Not all the bank user using the SMS alert facility because the user still in confusing mode because of the lack of awareness. One another thing is that the most of the facilities started by the bank is still not using by the customer because they have no proper information regarding these facilities and if the customer is using few facilities then this information he came to know from the other customer. So in this area all banks have to focus properly. No bank is providing special training programme to aware the customer, who is the neediest person of world. Because many of the problems user face in bank sectors due to lack of his knowledge. So this is the responsibility of the bank to provide the proper information to end user. They have to tell the user Don't share any information to any one regarding to account  Install good antivirus programme on the system and regularly update the programme. The need for user awareness program is continuous, in addition to being multi-disciplinary and multi-dimensional. It is imperative to first digest that information security is a process, not a product. An information security awareness training program thus, needs to maintain the equilibrium between usability, productivity and security. This paper describes the security feature using by the bank for money transaction on websites and focus what banks have to do for spreading awareness. Interesting thing is that it is very difficult to stop any kind of cyber-crime especially when we talk about crimes related to the banks because many of the problems occur in bank sector by the user due to lack of awareness. So if the banks will start too aware the user then definitely the scenario will change. We can't stop the crime, we have to face this. The only one thing which we can do is prevention. We have to learn how to prevent society by this kind of smart crime and banks sector has to play key role from the front to spread awareness.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
In this paper we describe different safety features using by the banks for online transaction and examine where the problem is in the system. We found that all the banks use the latest technology for the online security feature but still they www.ijacsa.thesai.org have small loop wholes in this feature. As well as they don't have any user awareness program to spread information and this is one of the biggest reasons of this online security. All bank users do not use online facilities because they have no proper information and the reason behind all this is the same lack of awareness. Along the same line we people also have to increase our awareness level because this is not only the responsibility of the banks. One the interesting thing is that in future these technologies will increase rapidly. It means user will have to use these facilities therefore we need to make our system more secure regarding to the safety mechanism. We have to be aware of the technologies which we are using and also need to increase our awareness level to secure humankind.
